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Photo Caption 

 

 

December 

 2018 

Check pages 3 and 4 of the news-

letter for Images of the MRPS  

members  at Lake Goldsmith and  

Riddells Creek Festival 
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Presidents Report 

by Deborah Mullins 

Presidents Report 

Hi all, 

The social engagements are mounting 

up and the weather is slowing getting 

warmer. All great signs for a festive 

approach to the end of the year. The 

culmination of all your photographic 

entries throughout the year will take 

place at our End of Year Competition 

on 1 December. Club nights are often 

busy with little opportunity for a re-

laxed chat amongst friends so join us 

at the picnic taking part before the 

competition begins!  

The committee will continue to bea-

ver away behind the scenes (after a 

well-deserved break) to fine tune and 

lock in the great events we have 

planned in the program for 2019. And 

it is anticipated the website will un-

dergo a revamp over the next two 

months to start the year with a fresh 

look. 

I wish you all a wonderful time over 

the holiday period and can’t wait to 

see new faces and images to our club 

in 2019. 

Deborah Mullins 

Reminders for December 

 

 

Saturday 1 December Picnic and 

End of Year Competition: 5.30pm 

BYO plate/drinks and family and 

friends. 7.30 Competition judging 

 

Tuesday 5 February: First meeting 

for 2019 

 

 

END of YEAR Picnic 
and Competition: 1 
December, 5.30pm 

What a great end the activities of the 

2018. We look forward to see all of 

you at our celebrations. 

This year we will be having a picnic – 

not a BBQ this year– so please re-

member to bring your own dinner and 

drinks. Friends and family are wel-

come to come along.  

We will commence the picnic at 

5.30pm with the competition part of 

the evening commencing at 7.30pm. 
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Lake Goldsmith Vintage Machinery Festival 
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Billy McInulty 

and owners 

MRPS Exhibit 

at the       

Riddells 

Creek  

Festival 
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My Audio Visual speciality  - by John Spring 

 

This is Audio Visual news for inspiring and motivating your photography during the holi-

days. 

 

What have you planned photographically while our Club goes into recess after our Xmas 

end of year evening meeting this Saturday December 1
st
 with the first 2019 meeting start-

ing Tuesday evening February 5
th
. From the Club’s 2019 Syllabus you can plan your pho-

tography to provide competition images and set-subject image ideas. 

 

The Syllabus can be reviewed at the end of each Focal Point newsletter and on the Club’s 

web site at http://www.macedon-ranges-photography.org.au/calendar 

 

I will put in a plug for planning and making of an Audio Visual on your holidays or family 

history or just an interesting aspect of your local community. It is far better to plan ahead 

with some strategic ideas that you need photographs, video clips from your camera, sound 

and audio back ground effects. Too many of us design our audio visuals after coming back 

from our holidays and sortoing through all the holiday images. Plan ahead with a small 

note book list of ideas and images that would provide your with AV making material. 

See AV tutorial at http://www.macedon-ranges-photography.org.au/creating-av-s 
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Recently I have completed several history related Audio Visuals that you can view on 

YouTUBE: 

 

“An Alpine Cathedral”  

https://youtu.be/8XrChPKacq8 

 

 

 

On Victoria's Great Alpine Road at the Southern Cross Spur between Harrietville and Mount 
Hotham is a wayside stop over with mountain and valley views. Great Mountain Ash trees 
dominated the location such that it was called an Alpine Cathedral. This was prior to exten-
sive bush fires & followup works which saw a dramatic change. The huge mountain ash 

trees with branches that meet in a vaulted branch ceiling 30 metres over head are now 
gone but the memories and photos linger on. This Audio Visual records the changes. 

 

 

 

 
 

“The Historic Pyalong 

Trestle Bridge” 

https://youtu.be/

ywtyYVJ9Fro 

 

 

 

 

The historic timber Pyalong Trestle Bridge audio Visual records this very large and im-
portant 1889 built piece of timber railway bridge engineering from a former era. Located 100 
kms north of Melbourne Australia it was part of a railway that no longer exists. The bridge is 
increasingly being neglected from the point of essential structural maintenance and is be-
coming a safety risk because of falling components from the bridge deck. 

https://youtu.be/ywtyYVJ9Fro
https://youtu.be/ywtyYVJ9Fro
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The first Audio Visual produced from the CFA Monegeetta and Bolinda Fire brigades oral 

history interviews was presented at the Bolinda Hall Community Fire season meeting 

Wednesday October 31
st
 to an audience of residents and CFA volunteer fire fighters. 

 

 
 

“CFA  -  What's behind the Tin Shed ?” 

 

https://youtu.be/X8XIuRhPIjU 

The two families interviewed here are celebrated by the Bolinda Monegeetta Rural Fire bri-

gade for generations of community service to our CFA Brigade. They are typical of all rural 

families and provide a narrative of what lies behind  every CFA Tin Shed that house fire 

trucks throughout rural Victoria.  

 

 

 

An excellent holiday Audio Visual 
presentation was produced by our 
Club member Cherry Cole 
“Subantarctic Islands Heritage Ex-
peditions Dec2016” this can be 
viewed on YouTUBE at https://
youtu.be/8uhVB2iYa3U 
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 Article reprinted from Picture Correct https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/ 

How to Choose the Right Focus Mode 
by Paul Summers 
With any DSLR, it takes time to get to grips with everything your camera can do. Often, the manual 
gets looked at initially, then only referred to when you get stuck. At times, whole features of your 
camera can get overlooked, and you might resign yourself to taking images that don’t look like you 
wanted them to. Needle sharp focusing, for example, is at the heart of excellent photos. If you know 
the difference between the focus modes on your camera, you can use them to help you get brilliantly 
sharp photos every time. 

 
Photo by Vida Dimovska; ISO 100, f/5.6, 1/100-second exposure. 
Basically, your camera contains two or three focus modes. In each case, these instruct the camera 
how it should focus, depending on the type of photo you want to take. With Canon and Nikon being 
the most popular brands, we will concentrate on these, but the information is pertinent to most cam-
era makes. 
 
 
One Shot or AF-Single Mode 
The first mode is called One Shot (Canon) or AF-single (Nikon). In this Mode, as you begin to hold the 
shutter down, the camera will focus on your subject, light up in the viewer, and lock. That is to say 
the focus is now set. You can either take the photo as is (by completely depressing the shutter), or 
move your camera first to recompose. This mode is really for stationary subjects, so it works well in 
portraits, landscapes, and macro (on a still day). 

https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/how-to-choose-the-right-focus-mode-on-your-camera/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/authors/paul-summers/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/srakovlje/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/srakovlje/8109058320/
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The first mode is called One Shot (Canon) or AF-single (Nikon). In this Mode, as you begin to hold 
the shutter down, the camera will focus on your subject, light up in the viewer, and lock. That is to 
say the focus is now set. You can either take the photo as is (by completely depressing the 
shutter), or move your camera first to recompose. This mode is really for stationary subjects, so it 
works well in portraits, landscapes, and macro (on a still day). 

 
Photo by Roland Pernter; ISO 100, f/1.8, 1/800-second exposure. 
 
AI Servo or AF-Continuous Mode 
 
The second mode is known as AI Servo (Canon) or AF-continuous (Nikon). In this mode, the cam-
era constantly refocuses (with the shutter partially depressed) depending on where your subject 
is. So, if you have someone moving toward you, and you want to ensure they are in focus when 
you take the picture, use this mode. Not surprisingly, this mode works well in sports photography. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/rolandpernter/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/rolandpernter/35613474511/
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Photo by Kanaka Rastamon; ISO 200, f/5.6, 1/1600-second exposure. 
 
AI Focus or AF-Auto Mode 
 
For taking shots where you are quickly changing between moving targets and still subjects, a third 
option is often available. This is AI Focus (Canon) or AF-auto (Nikon). In effect, the camera moves 
between One Shot and AI Servo Modes depending on your shot. If you have a still subject, the 
camera will focus on it, but will start to adjust if the subject moves. So, at a soccer match, for ex-
ample, you may focus on an idle goalkeeper (camera will focus on him), and if the action comes 
toward him and he’s on the move, the camera will track and keep him in focus. 
Hopefully you can see that knowing that your camera has focus modes other than One Shot is re-
ally important. No longer will you need to attempt the almost impossible task of keeping a bird in 
flight in focus, while using the incorrect focus mode. Just set the camera to AI Servo or AI Focus 
mode and you are good to go. I hope this beginner’s photography article will help you to improve 
your future shots. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/kanaka/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kanaka/3025128408/
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